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Introduction
It’s 2021, and migrating to the cloud is no longer a question of “should we move?”;
it’s “how fast can we move?” and “what are we moving first?”
Recent Cloudreach, IDC, and Amazon research indicates
that 27.5% of U.S. leaders believe large-scale public cloud
migration is “essential for business survival following
COVID-19.” In addition, the CIO role has been elevated to
address new cloud requirements, with 55% claiming to
have more influence across the business.
According to a recent IDC whitepaper, customers who
migrated to Amazon Web Services (AWS) experienced
51% reduced costs of operations, 62% increased IT staff
productivity, and 94% reductions in downtime. Developer
productivity is 25% higher, the number of new applications
has tripled, and additional revenue is $36.5 million.

To help customers achieve cloud benefits faster
and derive more value from their investment, AWS
has developed a proven phased approach to cloud
migration. This eBook explains how, using this
approach, AWS and AWS Partner Cloudreach can help
you quickly and effectively migrate and modernize on
AWS and provides real-world examples of Cloudreach
customers who have benefited from this approach.

REIMAGINE POSSIBLE: HOW AWS AND AWS PARTNERS ARE TRANSFORMING SAP JOURNEYS
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Addressing your cloud migration rapidly and effectively
The benefits of migrating to the AWS Cloud are clear. For over 15 years, Amazon
Web Services has been the world’s most comprehensive and broadly adopted cloud
platform. If your organization wants to take advantage what AWS has to offer,
working with a validated AWS Migration Competency Partner like Cloudreach can
help you accelerate and streamline your migration so you achieve benefits faster.

Introducing the Migration
Acceleration Program (MAP)
The AWS Migration Acceleration Program (MAP) is a
complete and proven cloud migration program based upon
AWS’s experience of migrating thousands of customers
to the cloud. The program packages best practices,
tools, expertise, financial incentives, and the expertise
and solutions delivered by AWS Partners to make cloud
adoption easier and help customers reach their business
goals faster.
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Meet Cloudreach
Cloudreach is an AWS Migration Competency Consulting
Partner that works with AWS to help customers transition
from any on-premises or cloud environment to AWS quickly,
securely, and efficiently. Cloudreach uses a seamless,
non-disruptive approach focused on AWS security and
architecture best practices, software-enabled with
Cloudamize - a powerful cloud migration planning tool.
The journey of Cloudreach and AWS customers through the
phases of MAP tell a compelling story about how effective
the approach can be.
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Assess
A migration readiness assessment
is the first step in the AWS MAP
program. During this process, you
examine your applications, data, and
workloads and consider how it can fit
in a cloud environment.

Conducting a migration readiness assessment
A migration readiness assessment identifies and evaluates your infrastructure, storage,
and application strengths, opportunities for improvement, and business benefits.
Cloudreach’s migration planning tool, Cloudamize, Cloudreach’s migration planning
tool, streamlines the assessment process with software-enabled application discovery,
cloud cost calculator, cloud configuration mapping, performance projection analysis, and
application tags and grouping.
Not only do you get a technical assessment of your environment, but you also get
valuable business insights. You then have the holistic visibility you need to determine the
essential, comprehensive performance metrics and analysis that will help you stay on
track and achieve your migration goals.

Philip Morris International: Going deep on the cloud
As part of its reengineering effort to transition to smoke-free products, Philip Morris
International (PMI) established a cloud transformation program that would enable
them to standardize and use AWS cloud technology.
A serious cloud rollout
It wasn’t all smoke and mirrors with this strategy. IT decided to migrate and modernize 500+
applications and develop a self-service layer on AWS, and it reached out to Cloudreach and
AWS Professional Services for help. Cloudreach engineers trained PMI technical staff on key
cloud tools and technology to allow them to onboard their own customers onto the DEEP
(AWS) platform, and Cloudreach Cloudamize was rolled out to 5,000 servers in the PMI
Data Centers.
Cloudreach’s software engineers then modernized legacy Microsoft application and database
code to open source, provisioned the cloud infrastructure, and streamlined and automated
application deployment in the cloud.
DIY cloud
The migration is scheduled to be complete in 2021. Already, PMI’s engineers successfully
onboarding internal customers to the DEEP (AWS) platform, helping them provision their
own cloud infrastructures and set up their own automated application deployment pipelines.
MAP YOUR WAY TO MODERNIZATION

Read the full story here.
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Mobilize
Once you’ve completed a migration
readiness assessment and have a
clear picture of your configurations,
workloads, storage, and a business
case at the ready, planning for your
migration is the next step in the
migration. Use your assessment
results to plan your migration
from start to execution - one that
designates which applications you will
migrate, and how and when you will
migrate them.

Going deep into the details to discover pilot workloads
Cloudamize is purpose-built for migration planning and analysis, allowing you to build
highly customized migration plans across AWS services, license scenarios, and specific
application targets. It provides the capabilities needed to drill deeply into application
dependency details so that you have a complete visual mapping of your existing
infrastructure and applications and the relationships between them.
With the mapping in hand, you can collaborate with Cloudreach and AWS to identify
several pilot workloads you can migrate to gain experience. Although these workloads
should not be mission-critical, they should be part of running your business. Testing
something small or only used in a few departments won’t give you what you need to
determine what worked and what could be improved.

Kurtosys gains cloud governance and cost validation
Kurtosys wanted to be sure it was getting the most of its existing AWS resources, so
it turned to Cloudreach for help.
Expert guidance needed
The provider of a market-leading digital experience platform that fulfills the reporting
needs of global financial institutions, Kurtosys needed expert guidance on cloud
governance and how to build an easy-to-operate, highly secure, and costeffective infrastructure.
Governance and assessment delivered
Cloudreach delivered a governance review and application assessment and business
case, along with a new production environment. Deployment of the Kurtosys platform
on the new production environment supported an EU region for its customers.
Kurtosys is now confidently moving forward in establishing its AWS environment.
Read the full story here.
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Migrate and modernize
Now that you have a large-scale
migration plan and you’ve notched
some cloud wins in your belt with your
pilots, it’s time to execute. Remember,
however, that there will be more to
this than a lift-and-shift. After the
migration, you may to rearchitect your
applications into cloud-native versions
of themselves.
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Designing a new cloud-native world
Cloud-native applications are agile and resilient, sense and respond to market shifts, and
offer continual improvement and a seamless experience for customers and stakeholders
alike. Cloudreach can help you not only crystallize opportunities for application
optimization on AWS but also determine the most advantageous way to get it done.
To flourish in the cloud-native world as quickly as possible, you need to Identify a project
backlog and prioritize those that will deliver the most impact with the least effort.
Cloudreach has the experience to show you now to compare the specific requirements
of each application alongside your users’ needs and the overarching goal: driving
business value. Using cloud-native applications can unlock new revenue-generating
opportunities that will enable modern businesses to thrive. You can even explore how
to embed capabilities, such as image recognition, natural language processing (NLP)
or other advanced machine learning services, into your applications, without having to
develop them independently.
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Migrate and modernize
Now that you have a large-scale
migration plan and you’ve notched
some cloud wins in your belt with your
pilots, it’s time to execute. Remember,
however, that there will be more to
this than a lift-and-shift. After the
migration, you may to rearchitect your
applications into cloud-native versions
of themselves.

“We feel liberated from the restrictions of the onpremises infrastructure because of the highly scalable
architecture that we have developed with Cloudreach.”
- Ali Oubaziz, Head of Digital Infrastructure at e-TF1

e-TF1: Delivering on a content-as-a-service vision
With the evolution of cloud-based IT, French-based online TV media company e-TF1
saw the potential for cost reduction and better service by moving backup and storage
to AWS. Once that move was accomplished, e-TF1 decided to broaden its cloud
strategy into other realms.
Taking TV content to the cloud
The large spikes in audience numbers during major news and sporting events was
taxing e-TF1’s on-premises infrastructure. E-TF1 decided to embrace the idea of using
the cloud to provide viewers with better performance and more flexibility. So, the
company engaged Cloudreach to help them deliver content-as-a-service on AWS from
secure, multi-account AWS environments with access control.
Coming in for a landing zone or two or three
To set e-FT1 up to deliver content-as -a-service, Cloudreach created AWS Landing
Zones, which help customers more quickly set up secure, multi-account AWS
environments. Cloudreach also used services such as AWS Identity and Access
Management (IAM) and Amazon Route 53 to reliably route users to the site. The
Amazon Elastic Kubernetes Service (Amazon EKS) ensures high availability of the
applications running on AWS Cloud instances. To store content, e-TF1 uses Amazon
Simple Storage Service (Amazon S3). Amazon CloudFront operates as a fast and highly
secure content delivery network.
With the new AWS platform up and running, e-TF1 ensures its MYTF1 service has the
elasticity to handle major news, sports scores and games, and entertainment events.
The flexibility of the AWS Cloud is a key factor in the transformation that has happened
at eTF1. While it once took several weeks to set up a development environment, it now
takes less than a day.
Read the complete story here.
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Summary
Organizations that migrate a substantial part of their
application portfolio early in their journey and combine
those efforts with modernization initiatives generally
drive the fastest results. Migration is often the first
step in successful modernization. As you’ve learned
from the customer stories, Cloudreach can help you
navigate the migration phases - assess, mobilize,
migrate and modernize - and unlock AWS Migration
Acceleration Program benefits, so that you can meet
your organization’s cloud imperative and deliver
business results.
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To learn more, contact Cloudreach for
a Cloudamize Migration Assessment.

You can learn more about the AWS
Migration Acceleration Program here.
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